SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Microgeneration is any kind of generating source of electric and thermal energy, being a technology in emergent state. These generators efficiency, usually, oscillates between 18% and 60%. Most of these generators have heat interchangers, that allow to take advantage of residual heat, for hot water, heating or industrial process heat, increasing the total efficiency of the system up to 90%. Generating unit's residual heat can also be used to operate in refrigeration systems. In order to decrease the emission of pollutants to atmosphere, mainly nitrogen oxides, the "thin flame" devices and catalytic converters, have been adapted, to the stationary uses of electrical generation. Noise, inherent to several technologies, can be cleared soundproofing the equipments placed in residential areas. These previous characteristics, although imply a higher cost, make them competitive in front of traditional stations. The most applied technologies in microgeneration are: microturbines, fuel cells, small power wind turbines and photovoltaic cells (PV). In addition, storage dispersed technologies can help to microgenerators to be connected to the network, allowing that intermittent sources provide electricity in a more regular way, independently of the adverse climatological conditions. Flywheels, batteries and supercapacitors are the devices developed at the moment to storage energy. An option with brilliant future seems to be the hydrogen production with the energy that has been generated by PV. Later, hydrogen can be used in fuel cells to satisfy the demand of electricity and heat when necessary. In this context, microgrids present two options, connected to the network or isolated from the network, operating in an autonomous way. With regard to the first option, it is necessary to highlight that they are relevant when aspects like quality supply, global efficiency, use flexibility and costs reduction are considered. In relation to the second option, it is focused mainly to guarantee the energy supply to remote communities.
MICROTURBINES
They are turboalternators up to 300 kW, which consist of a centrifugal compressor, a radial turbine and a permanent imam's high speed generator, coupled directly to the rotor of the turbine. The use of permanent imams avoids a electrical connection to obtain the electromagnetic field, which is an advantage, considering the high rotation speeds. Residual heat recovery to preheat the combustion air allows improving cycle energy efficiency, saving between 30% and 40% of fuel. This configuration is the most usual for gas microturbines, because it allows duplicating the electrical efficiency. In a typical microturbine with an electric power of 105 kW, it is obtained an electrical efficiency of 30%, global efficiency of 80% and thermal power of 167 kW (hot water 50/70ºC). Furthermore, it can use more type of fuels than conventional motors: natural gas, commercial butane and propane, diesel, kerosene, biogas, hydrogen, etc. Gas microturbines usually incorporate sealed lead-acid batteries that can be recharged with commercial chargers or by connection to the electrical network. These batteries are used in outburst without connection to the network "Black Start" and in the management of transient events, such as: power supply during high peaks and energy absorption during power high decreases. They can operate in parallel with the L.V. electric network autosynchronizing with this network or they can operate by themselves supplying adjustable voltage. The step to operate isolated is automatic if a failure in the electrical network appears. Microturbines can be used in cogeneration/trigeneration applications in industrial, commercial and residential areas to produce hot water, low temperature vapour and cold water. In Figure 1 , a gas microturbine operating scheme can be seen. This microturbine consists of 2 poles permanent imams microgenerator, one stage centrifugal air compressor and one stage radial turbine. The turbine, the compressor and the 
FUEL CELLS
They are devices where chemical reaction energy becomes in electricity without combustion. It is one of the most promising technologies as future alternative. Their high efficiency, silent character, and low emissions of pollutants and flexibility with the use of fuels can be highlighted. They can use hydrogen as fuel, being transformed directly in electrical energy in a similar process to conventional batteries. Hydrogen appears being part of other fuels like natural gas, methane, propane, ethanol, etc., where can be extracting of to be used in the cell. Hydrogen production with renewable sources and its later use in fuel cells facilitates a clean energy source to which a brilliant future is omened. Because of the complexity of the processes and the high number of devices in fuel cells, the time constant is, typically, in the range of several seconds and not in the range of micro or milliseconds. Fuel cells do not depend on the Carnot cycle, so that, ideally, the free energy of the reaction can become totally in electricity (h = 100%). In practise, nevertheless, electrodes over potentials produce efficiencies lower than 100%. It must be observed that electrochemical reactions produced are exothermic, so that the combined use of electricity and heat (cogeneration) produce a higher net efficiency. In Figure 2 , the connection of fuel cells to the microgrid is shown. These cells supply continuous current. An elevator converter adjusts the fuel cell voltage level in order to feed an inverter. Thus, the inverter provides a three-phase alternate current. Finally, a transformer connects the inverter to the microgrid. The transformer neutral point is connected to ground and to the microgrid neutral conductor. 
PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANTS
Most of sun cells that nowadays are available commercially are made of Silicon mono or polycrystalline. The first kind of sun cell is more generalized and although its manufacturing process is more complicated, it usually presents better efficiency. With the actual manufacturing processes of cells, efficiencies between 10% and 18% are obtained, reaching efficiencies of 22-26% in laboratories. Nowadays, researches are being done in the following fields: -Photovoltaic concentration systems -Materials, like tellurium of cadmium or arsenide of gallium -Anti-reflexive coverers to capture higher isolation from the sun -Improvement of photovoltaic cells answer in front of diffuse radiation
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-Laminate cells over aluminium, steel, glass and polymers -Improvement of cutting processes to obtain thinner sheets and reduce the waste material -Cascade connection of materials which absorb different parts of luminous spectrum. -Etc. In a photovoltaic plant, a determined number of sun cells are associated electrically and all the group is protected sealing it in vacuum. Voltages of operation depend on the number of cells and typically are 6, 12 and 24V. Usually, the photovoltaic modules present square or rectangular shapes (with areas between 0,1 and 2,3 m 2 ). Modules power is measured in Watio peak (Wp). The average weight is usually 14 kg/m 2 and they can adopt curve shapes. Market offers powers between few Wp and 300 Wp, although power uses to oscillate between 50Wp and 165Wp. In Figure 3 , it is shown a photovoltaic plant connected to the network. It consists of photovoltaic modules connected in series and/or parallel. Every module is formed by groups of sun cells connected in series and/or parallel. In that figure a tracker of maximum power (MPPT) is include. 
WIND TURBINES
Because of the wide diffusion of wind turbines, it can be established a classification in function of their power. On this way, they are known as big wind turbines those equipments whose rated power is between 500kW and several MW. Small wind turbines are those whose rated power is between few kW and 100kW, and micro wind turbines are those with rated power lower than 10kW. Small wind turbines, until 100kW of electrical generation, use usually permanent imam's alternators with direct connection between the rotor axe and the alternator. This configuration allows the three-phase electrical generation. Depending on the load, signal is rectified to load batteries or to convert it to alternate power to feed conventional loads. This strategy is typical in hybrid systems, when the eolic resource is combined with photovoltaic arrays and diesel systems, in an only electrical supply unit. These wind turbines, generally, are provided of control system and power electronic controllers, that regulate energy supply for a required application. Control systems are used for: limiting electrical power with high intensity winds, maintaining eolic rotor faced to the wind and protecting the equipment in case of extreme wind speeds. Generally, electrical power limitation is reached with passive control systems, by means of the rotor blades design. These blades are flexible torsionably and tips are deformed acting like aerodynamic brakes to limit rotation speed. The system that maintains the rotor faced to wind is an orientation system with line. This solution is used in small sizes eolic systems, until 8 meters of diameter. In bigger eolic systems, orientation control systems are electronic; because of orientation systems with line become voluminous and heavy. Protection systems for excessive rotation speed consist on movement, by centrifugal force action, of internal regulation mechanisms, like setting of aerodynamic loss position or flag position of a portion or the totality of the rotor blades. They can also consist on brakes activated under centrifugal forces, especially, in small eolic equipments.
STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES
Random character of climatic condition, load changes, transitory events in devices operation of, answers of generators, etc., can influence in the microgrid performance. This is, it can happen that energy supply is not fully 
Flywheels
A flywheel is, basically, a simple mechanic battery. It consists of a mass that turns around an axe. Thus, flywheels storage energy mechanically, in form of kinetic energy. They have an electrical input to accelerate rotor speed using the built-in motor, and they return electrical energy, using the same motor as generator. Flywheels are one of the oldest and most common mechanical devices. Recent advances in mechanical properties of composites have shown the interest again in the use of rotation wheel inertia to storage energy. These flywheels have very high output potentials and relatively long life, being not very vulnerable under extreme temperature conditions. In addition of the energy density, also offer important advantages with relation to chemical energy storage.
Batteries
They are the traditional electrical energy storage devices. Lead-acid models have been developed, improving their benefits of energy density and average time life, being a fundamental element of uninterrupted feed systems. In table 3 , different range of powers and times associated to lead-acid batteries roles are shown. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented more relevant properties of microgeneration technologies, power range, operation modalities, efficiencies, operation temperatures, electronic devices associated to their integration in microgrids, etc. Modifications in the electric system operation standards and the integration in the network of small generators, omen a promising future in this field. Several technologies have already been highlighted by their high efficiency and contribution to the sustained development.
